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Introdu ction 

Vestiges of Indus Civilisation 
in Old Tamil 

Iravatham Mahadevan 

0.1 II is indeed a great privilege 10 be invited to deliver the 
prestigiou s Tamilnadu Endowmen t Lecture at the Annual 
Session of the Tamilnadu History Congress. I am grateful to 
the Executive and to the General Bod y of the Congress for 
the signal honour be~towed on me. I am not a historian. My 
discipline is ep igraphy, in whic h I have specialised in the ralher 
are,lne fields o f the Indus Script and Tamil - Brahmi 
inscriptions. It is rather unusual for an epigraphist to be asked 
to deliver tile keynote address at a History Congre%. I alll all 
the more plea sed at the recognition accorded to Epigraphy, 
which is, especially ill the case of Tamilnadu. the foundation 
on which the edifice of history has been raised . 

0.2 Let me also at the outset declare my interest. [ have two 
personal reasons 10 accept the invitation. despite my advanced 
age and failing health. This session is be ing held at 
Tiruchirapall i. where I was born and brought up. ! am happy 
10 be back in my hOllle lown to participate in these 
proceedings. I am also eager to share with you some of my 
recent and still-not-fully-published findings relating 10 the 
interpretation of the Indus Script. My studies have gradua lly 
led me to the COllciusion thaI the Indus Script is not merely 
Dm\' idian linguistically. bUI is also culturally much closer 10 
Old Tamil polity than has hcen recognised so far. I am aware 
that th~' fi rst reaction 10 this claim would he Oile of incredulity. 
I ask for your willing suspension of disbelief and to allow 
me to place before you some of the evidence! have g;lt hered 



during four decades of intensive study of the sources. the 
Indus texts and Old Tamil anthologies. Within the time at my 
disposal. I can only provide a few imponant results. I hope to 
publish a fuller account of my research in my forthcoming 
book. Inrcrprcting the Indus Script: A Dravidinn model. 

Part I 
The Indus Civilisation 

1.1 [t is not possib le to include within the scope of this brief 
presentation. an adequate discussion of the complex and 
controversial issues relating to the Indus Civilisation and its 
writi ng. (For a readable and a f fordable general introduction. 
see Possehl 2002. Indian Edition). The best I can hope to do 
on this occas ion is to present. in bri ef outline, my views 
before proceeding wi th the subject matter of this lecture. 

1.2 The Indus or Harappan Civilisation was, by far, the mOSt 
extensive in the ancient world.(Sec Map in Fig.l) The 
Civilisation evolved from indigenous cultures over a long 
period of time from Early Neolithic in the 8'~ millennium BeE. 
It spread over a million square kilometres in the North-West 
regions of South Asia. It las ted from ca.2600 to 1900 BCE 
during its mature urban phase and from ca.1900 to 1300 BCE 
during the period of its decline and fina l disappearance. The 
Civilisat ion ex tended southward during its last phase up to 
Daimabad in the upper Godavari va lley in Western Deccan 
well within the Dravidian-speaking regions in pre-historic 
times. Gujnrat and Maharashtra were included along with 
Andhra, Karna taka and Tamilnadu in th e traditional 
enumeration of thc Paiica -Driiviq,1 territories. 

Dravidian Authorshi p of the indus Civ ilisation 

1.3 There is substantial archaeological evidence to support 
the view that the Indus Civilisalion was pre-Aryan (See Parpola 
1994, Bryant 2001. Trautmann 2005, Romila Thapar et al 2006 
and. especially. Anthony 2007). The Indus Civi li sation was 



Fig .1 Map of the Indus Civilisation 



urban , while the Vedic culture was rural and pastoral. The 
Indus seals depict many animals but not the horse. The chariot 
with spoked wheels is al so not depicted. The horSe and the 
chariot with spoked wheels were the defining features of the 
Aryan-speaking soci eties. The Indus religion as revealed by 
the pictorial depiction on seals ineluded worship of a buffalo
horned male god, mother-goddesses, the pipal tree and the 
serpent, and possibly the phallic symbol. Such modes of 
worship present in Hinduism are known to be derived from 
the aboriginal population and are totally alien to the religion 
of the Rig Veda (RV). In general, the Aryan mode of worship 
is centred on the fire altar (agni and the homa-kuI1Qa), while 
the Dravidian mode is based on water. The so-called 'Great 
Bath' at Mohenjodaro was the direct forerunner of the temple 
'tanks' of Hinduism. 

1.4 There is al so substantial linguistic evidence favouring 
Dravidian authorship of the Indus Civilisation. (For the best 
account, see Asko Parpola 1994.) The evidence includes the 
presence of Brahui, a Dravidian language still spoken in the 
Indus region, Dravidian loan words in the RV, the substratum 
influence of Dravidian on Indo-Aryan as shown by the 
presence of retroflex consonants in the RV and major 
modifications in the Prakrit dialects, moving them closer to 
the Dravidian than to the Indo-European family of languages. 
Computer analysis of the Indus texts reveals that the language 
had suffixes only (as in Dravidian) and no prefixes (as in 
Indo-Aryan) or infixes (as in Munda). It is significant that all 
the three concordance-makers (Hunter, Parpola and 
Mahadevan) point to Dravidian as the most likely language 
of the Indus texts. 

1.5 The decline and fall of the Indus civilisation is generally 
attributed to natural causes such as adverse climatic conditions, 
tectonic upheavals. changing and dried-up river courses, 
lowered fertility due to over-exploitation and increa sed 
salinity of the soil. I would add to this list loosening of social 



and ideolog ical bonds and internal strife a s factors 
contributing to the eventual di sintegration of the Harappan 
polity. 

The Aryan Immigration 

1.6 Aryan-speaking people migrated to South Asia onl)(. after 
ca.1900 BCE, that is, after the decline and collapse of the 
mature phase of the Indus Civilisation. The incoming Aryans 
must have been much fewer in numbers when compared to 
the vast indigenous population of the Indus Civilisation. But 
the Aryans could achieve elite dominance, facilitated as much 
by their mobility and better weapons as by the disintegration 
of the Harappan polity into numerous smaller communities 
without effective central authority or leadership . In course 
of time, the Aryan speech prevailed in North India , as majority 
of the local population switched over to the dominant 
language leading to the creation of a composite society and 
culture long before the date of the RV (ca . 1500-1300 BCE). 
While most of the population stayed back, a substantial 
number of Harappans also migrated southwards from the 
upper Ganga-Yamuna doab as well as the Gujarat regions as 
recorded in Old Tamil literature. They achieved elite dominance 
over the local Late Neolithic people in South India and 
founded, in course of time , the Megalithic and Iron Age 
civilisations, the nuclei of the Andhra and thc successor slates 
in the Deccan and the triple Kingdoms , Cera, Cola , and 
Patgiya, in the Tamil country. 

1.7 This is perhaps the best place to clarify that I employ the 
terms ' Aryan' and ' Dravidian' purely in the linguistic sense 
without any rac ial or ethnic connotation . It cannot be 
otherwise, as people could, and often did, switch over from 
one language to another. Speakers of the Aryan languages 
have indistinguishably mcrged with speakers of Dravidian 
and Munda languages millennia ago. creating a composite 
Indian society, containing elements inhcrited from every 



source. It is thus more likely that the Indus an, religious motifs 
and craft tradition s survived and ca n be traced in Sanskrit 
literature from the days of the RV, and also in Old Tamil 
traditions recorded in the Cankam poet ry. This is indeed the 
basic assumption that under lies my work on the interpretation 
of the Indus Script through bi-lingual parallels. 

1.8 It is claimed that the presence of on ly a fcw Dravidian 
words and that too only in the later sections of the RV, militates 
against lhe view that the Indus Civilisation was Dravidian. 
There can be two answers to this objection. Firstly, one cannot 
expect the highly trained and motivated professiona l priests 
to allow loan words from other languages in the sacred hymns 
composed by them. Secondly, statistics confined to loan words 
alone are insufficient to decide the issue. One must also take 
into account loan translations from Dravidian into Old Indo
Aryan . Even the stri ctcst of the composers of th e sac red 
hymns of the RV could not avoid loan translations which 
happened to be their own cherished c lan names and titles, 
whose ultimate origin was forgotten by the lime the hymns 
wcre composed. I refer in panicular to what are known as the 
DE .... RER ideograms in the Indus Script. I have shown earlier in 
a series of papers (Ma hadevan 1970, 1975, 1980, 1982 and 1986) 
th at the frequent Harappan title II EI\.ReR origina ll y meant a 
priestly functionary carrying ceremonially on a yoke food 
offerings to the deity. The corres ponding Dravidian 
expression po[ay 'bearer, sustainer' was trans lated in the RV 
as Bharata (lit ., 'bearer'), the name of the most prominent of 
the early Aryan clans mentioned in the earliest Family Books 
of the RV. (Incidentally, this is the source of the name Bhiirata 
for India.) I sha ll revert to this theme in the later part of my 
lecture, 

Tbc Indus Script 

1.9 The Indus Script originated in picture-writing. Many of 
the pictographic signs in the script are clea rly recognisable 



(e.g.) man, archer, load-bearer, fish, bird, etc. 

MAN ARCHER BEARER F1Slt ~lRD 

Many other signs are too stylised to be recognised. There are 
about 400-450 signs in the Indus Script . The exact number 
cannot be ascertained as one cannot always distinguish basic 
signs from mere graphic variants. The number of signs revea ls 
the typology of the script. The number falling in the range of 
mid-hundreds is too smaJ1 for a fu ll y logographic script (like 
the Chinese) and fur too large for an IIlphnbetic script (likc 
the Sem itic) or even for a simp le, open syllabary (like the 
Linear-B script). The evidence of the sign-count is compelling 
that the Indus Script is a logo-syllabic writing consisting of 
word-signs and phonetic syllables. Two main characb:ristics 
of the script are modifications of signs by the addition of 
strokes and combimllion of two or more ba sic signs. The Indus 
Script remained more or less 'frozen' during the long period 
it was in use without developing linear or cursive writing. 
This may indicate tight priest ly control over writing and the 
absence of popular literacy. The Indus Script fell into disuse 
after the decline and disappearance of the Indus civilisation. 
The Indo.Aryans appa rently could not adapt the Indus Script 
to their language because of its ideographic and rebus-based 
character which was too closely tied with the Harappnn 
language, urban organisation and ideology. The failure to 
adapt the Indus Script by the Aryans may also be due to their 
strong tradition of ora l transmission of scriptures. When, one 
thousand and five hundred years later, the Briihmi script was 
created to serve the needs of the Iron Age civilisation in the 
Gangn- Yamuna doab, it was an altogether new beginning. 
Efforts to connect the Indus and the Briihmi scripts have not 
been successfu l. 

LID Most of the inscriptions are very shon with an average 
length of four or five signs only. The longest text has only 



twenty-six signs spread over three sides of a sealing. No long 
narrative texts or accounting tablets have been found. There 
are no bilingual inscriptions to aid decipherment. In these 
circumstances, it is clear that a compl ete phonetic 
decipherment of Indus Script is unlikely to happen unless 
some totally unforeseen discoveries bring to light bilingual 
texts or glossaries most likely on Babylonian clay tablets. 

Formal Analysis of the Indus Texts: Preliminary Results 

I.U It is not correct to claim that we know nothing about the 
Indus Script. Formal analysis of the script through well-known 
techniques like frequency-distribut ion or positional-statistical 
analyses have led to th e fo ll owing advances which are 
recognised by most scholars in the ficld: 

(i) Direction of writing: One o f the f ew we ll
established facts about the Indus Script is that it is 
written genera l1y f rom the right, though there are 
exceptiona l cases of writing from the left . The 
direction has been pro ved from a s tudy of the 
external features of writing (e.g. , overlapping 
incisions on wet clay) and more importantly from 
a study of the sequences. 

(ii) Segmentation of texts: Several ana lytical studies 
from the days of Hunter have established that it is 
possible to segment the Indus texts into constituent 
words and phrases through simp le frequency
distribution analysis as we ll as sophis ti ca ted 
computer studies (Nisha Yadav et al 2008). It is 
now generally accepted that a 'phrase· (minimum 
textual unit) consists only of one to three signs in 
length. 

(iii) The Indus s igns can be classified as follows: 
a. ideograms whose pictorial significance can be 

understood in many though not all cases; 
b. phonograms wh ich ca n be read only by 
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employing the techniquc of rebus writing: these 
s igns cannot be intcrpreted without mak ing an 
assumption about the undcrlying language as 
puns arc language-specific; 

c. co nvent iona l s igns like strokes and ot her 
modifications. They cannot be 'rea d' but their 
fu nction ca n be unde rs tood f rom slTuctural 
analysis; 

d. Analysis has shown that compound signs and 
modif ications appcar to be ideographic and nO! 
phonetic in character. This inference is ba scd 
on th e o bse rvation that in most cases th e 
ligatured or modified signs ha ve the same 
distribu tiona l pane rn as th e correspond ing 
basic or unmodified s igns. 

( iv) N umera ls: The numeral signs I to 10 have been 
identified by the logical sequence of the s trokes 
and thei r use on pottery and bronze implem ent s 
obviously for enumeration. Howcvcr, numeral 
signs arc al so employed in ideographic (no n
numera l) fun ct ion. The largest number occurring 
on a bronze axe is 76. Higher numbers, especia lly 
100 and 1000, must ex is t in the inscri ptions, but 
have not been identified. The Indus numerals arc 
shown below (excluding variants). 

II III 1111 11111 

III 1111 1111 11111 
III III 1111 1111 {\ 

9 10 

Nu mera ls inthe lndusScripl 
(v) Syntax: Most signs in the Indus Script are word

signs. A word-sign rcpresents ei ther a Toot or a 
suff ix. T he root sig n may be a noun or an 
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adjective, the same sign serving either purpose 
according to context. Adjectives precede the nouns 
they qualify. This is shown by the numerals 
preceding the enumerated objects. Terminal 
suffixes (JAR and ARROW signs) seem to be 
grammatical markers, most probably of gender and 
number. Another class of suffixes consisting of 
super· script s trokes occurring in the middle of 
texts seem to be case-markers, most probably of 
the genitive or locative cases. 

Linguistic Study of the Indus Script 

1.12 No computer can decipher an unknown script. Formal 
analysis can help only up to a point by indicating the probable 
typology of the script and functions of the signs. Beyond 
this, one has to develop a linguistic model to fit the known 
faels revealed by formal analysis. I have chosen Dravidian 
for reasons which I have summarised earlier. An important 
aspect of my work is that it attempts to ~ the Indus 
Script and not to ~ it. The difference between the two 
is fundamental. The decipherer has to discover the exact 
phonetic values of each sign, which can be only one or at the 
most two, depending on whether the sign is read as an 
ideogram or as a phonetic syllable. As I have stated earlier. it 
is still not possible to achieve complete phonetic decipherment 
in the absence of bi-lingual inscriptions or long, narrative 
texts. I have, therefore, developed an alternative method of 
interpreting the Indus Script with the aid of bi-lingual parallels 
drawn from Dravidian as well as Indo-Aryan linguistic and 
cultural sources . The study is more anthropological or 
sociological. based on the survival of myths and symbols, 
and depends less on the rigorous methodology of linguistics 
(For details, see Mahadevan 1973 & 1986.) 

12 



Later Survivals of tbe I.ndus Script in So utb India 

1.l3 As mentioned earlier. DainHlhad in western Deccan is 
the southernmost outpost of the Indus Civilisation in its last 
phase (ca .1800 BCE). The evidencc of pottery graffiti suggests 
the migration of some of the descendants of the Harappans 
10 South India <Jfter the faJl of the Indus Civilisation. In <J 
classic paper publiShed in 1960, B.B. Lal compared the signs 
of the Indus Script with the symbols occurring as pottcry 
graffiti in cha1colithic and megalithic cultures. He found that 
"eighty-nine per cent of the megalithic symbols go back 10 
Cha1colithic-Harappan times (and) conversely, eighty-five pcr 
cent of the Harappan-Chalco1ithic symbols continue down to 
the megalithic times". In the five decades since Lal published 
his findings, many more excavations havc taken place in 
Tamilnadu. Virtually, cvcry ancient site has yiclded quantities 
of graffiti-bearing pottery, mostly from the megalithic-Iron 
Age levels. Lars work has shown that there docs seem 10 be a 
genetic relationship at a deeper level between the signs of the 
Indus Script and thc mcgalithic symbols. Identical-looking 
sigllS may share the same scmantic significance. More recent 
discoveries show that megalithic pottery depicts not merely 
isolated Indus-like symbols, but, sequences of two or more 
symbols strongly suggesting linguistic connection which can 
only be Dra vidian. 

Inscribed Neoli thic Slone Ax e from Sembiyan Kandiyur 

L14 The earliest and most significant archaeological discovery 
connecting the Indus Civilisation with Tamilnadu is thc 
neolithic polishcd stone axe inscribed with Indus-like 
characters found in 2006 at Scmbiyan Kandiyur village near 
Mayiladulhurai in the Lower Kaveri Dclta (Fig.2). [t was a 
chanec discovery. A school leacher in the villagc was digging 
a small pil in his backyard gardcn 10 plant banana and coconut 
saplings. He found two stones which wcre later identified by 
the Tamilnadu State Department of Archaeology as nco[ithic 
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stone axes datable to ca.2000 - 1000 BCE. As there are no 
hills in the Lower Kaveri Delta, the stone axcs must have 
reached the site in the course of trading in stOllC tools in 
neolithic ti mes. The axes appcar to be made of dolerite or 
chamockitc stone available in South ArcO! and Salem regions 
o f Tamilnadu. 

Fig.2lnscribcd Neolithic SlooeAxc from Sembiylo Kandiyur 

1.15 One of the axes is inscribed by pecking on thc stone 
f rom left to right. Three sy mbols are reasonably well 
preserved . I had earlier thought that there was one more 
symbol at the right end (Ma hadc:van 2006). However, on 
f urther re-exa minat ion from enlarged high-resolution 
photographs, I have come to the conclusion that the last mark 
on the right is mere abrasion caused by slight damage to the 
stone at the broader end (where there arc other similar marks 
of damage). J have no doubt that the three symbols on the 
stone axe are derived from the corresponding signs of th e 
Indus script. I discuss the evidence below. 

14 



1.16 For an expcrt and objective assessment o f the discovery, 
I would rerer you to the recent paper (Asko Parpola, Dorian 
Q. Fuller and Ni co le Boivin 2007). Full er and Boi vin are 
archaeologists actively engaged in rield studi es on neolithic 
si tes in South Indi a. According to them . the Sembi yan 
Kandiyur axe can be dated to ca.1500 BeE or later. Intensive 
stone-axe production for export from the neoli thic sites in 
Andhra and Karnataka was during 1400-1300 BeE, somewhat 
earlier than the earliest megalithic phase. They consider that 
the symbols on the axe may be "megalith ic graffiti marks 
rather than the Indus Script" . I have no problem in accepting 
the expert opinion on th e likely date of the stone axe between 
the latest neolithic and ea rliest megalith ic phases. The symbols 
could ha ve been incised on the neoli thic axe in the ea rl y 
megali th ic times, especial ly because it is now known that 
Indus-like symbols and even sequences appea r on megalithic
Iron Age ponery in Tamilnadu . (See evidence from Sulur and 
Sanur discussed below). 

1.17 Asko Parpo la, the leading expert on the Indus scri pt, 
agrees that "the firs t two marks from left to right do evoke 
the two Indus signs with which they are ident i f ied~ and does 
not deny that the identi fica tions are ' possible' but rema ins 
'skeptical'. His skepticism is based mai nly on the ground that 
marks on the axe resembl ing 'N and U' are of "too general 
shapes to prove the Harappan affinity" (Asko Parpola , Dorian 
Q. Fuller and Nicole Boi vi n 2007). I beg to differ as the totality 
of recent evidence available from this axe as well as pottery 
graffiti especially from Sulur and Sanur docs nOI justify such 
Skeptic ism. 

1.18 The symbo ls on th e neolithic axe correspond to the 
following signs of the Indus script (a rranged here from left 
to ri ght as they appear on the axe and referred 10 as the left, 
middle and right signs) : ;) V ~ 

lnscription 00 the Neolithic Axc from Sembiytlo K..andiyur 
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The only slight abnonnality in shape occurs in the middle sign. 
the most frequent JAR sign of the Indus script, which lacks here 
the two small projections at the right top. They may nOI have 
been inciscd, or they may have worn off. However, what re
mains is more than sufficient to identify the sign. The identi ty 
of the middle sign is canfinned when one considers the sequence 
of the left and the middle signs. They correspond to one of the 
most frequent sign-pairs in the Indus texts occuring 114 times and 
ranking 5th in the order of frequency. See the foHowing sequence 
in Mahadevan 1977: Concordance: 196-204: 

I have interpreted this sign-pair as muruku aQ[u. (Sce Note on 
muruku below.) But linguistic identification is nat relevant to the 
present question whether the symbols on the axe can be related 
to the signs of the Indus script. 

1.19 My recent studies on the symbol at right on the axe have 
also yielded interest ing results. If the inscription on the axe is 
read from right to left (according to the Ilonna] direction of 
the Indus texis), we get a sign-pair which occurs thrice in the 
Indus texts. Furthennorc, m'o related sign-pairs occur twice 
eaeh in the Indus texts. These are shown below (to be read 
from right 10 left). 

VtlJ VUJ 
Sign pair on the ue 
and in IndUI Texts 

Rela ted Sian pain in Indus Texts 

(Mahadevan 1977: Com;-ordance: 650. 673) 

Thus it is also possible 10 read the inscription on the stone axe 
from the righI, as the right and middle s igns fo rm a known 
sequence in the Indus texts, and as the left sign is oriented as in 
texts running from right to left. It is also noteworthy that the 
right sign on the stone axe is attested in the inscription on the 
bronze axe found at Chanhudaro (Mackay PI. LXXIV : I). 
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1.20 An objl:l:!ive evaluation of the cvidence presented abovc 
can lead to the only conclusion that the inscription on the neolithic 
axe from Sembiyan Kandiyur is closely related to the Indus 
script and th,lt the sign sequences (both from left and right) 
indicate links with the language of the Indus Civilisation. 

Terraeotta Dish f rom Suiue w ith Indus-like symbols 

1.21 Sulur near Coltllba tore in Tamilnadu is a well known 
ancient site which has yielded sl:vera l ant iquities assigned to 
the late megalithic- iron Age periods. An inscribed terraeotta 
dish from Suiur daled in ca. firsl century BC E is in Ihe British 
Museum (No.1935.4-19.15) . The large circular grey termcolta 
dish is in an c;l:ecllent stale of preservation (Fig.JA) . [I is 
incised on Ihe concave inncr side with a large X-like symbol 
occupying the whole field . rour other symbols in a sma ller 
size arc incised withi n the lower quadrant. 

Fig.3 A:. Sulur Dish. B: Harappa Tablet 

The five symbols arl: labelled A to E (from the right) and 
givcn conventional names for discussion: 

lJ 



A : A slanting straight line with a pair of short strokes 

attached near either end in opposite directions. 'Jar'. 

B. A slightly curved basc line to the left, with a saw tooth-

like line to the rigl'lt. ' Harrow'. 

C. A tall V-shaped cup. 'Cup'. 

D. Three tall, vertical, parallel lines. 'Three tall lines'. 

E. X-like crossed lincs occupying the field . 'X' 

It is remarkable that all the five symbols on the Sulur Dish 
have near-idcntical parallels occurring in the same sequence 
in a longer Indus text on a three-sided prism-like miniature 
stone tabl et from Harappa (ASI 63 .11 175). The tablet is 
inscribed on all three-sides. (See Fig. 3B.) 

1.22 The first two signs from the right on the first side of the 
Harappa tablet are not found on the Su lur Dish . The next four 
signs (spread over the first two sides of the tablet) have 
parall els on the Sulur Dish with the sa me sequence. As the 
JAR sign is never initial, it is likely that the sign is preceded on 
the Sulur Di sh by the symbol X occupyi ng the field. It is 
interesting that the correspondi ng sign X also occupies the 
whole field on the Harappa tablet. However, the 'four tall 
lines' on the Harappa tablet arc replaced by 'three tall lines' 
on the Sulur Dish. Both signs form frequent pairs with the 
'cup' sign in Indus texts. Further, while the pair Jar-Harrow is 
written f rom right to lcft on both objects, the pair ' three/f our 
tall lines-cup' occurs in opposite directions on the two objects. 
Such reversal of direction is not uncommon at Harappa when 
the lines of texts occur on diffe rnt sides of miniature tablets 
or sealings. (For furt her discussion, See Mahadevan 2007 .) 

1.23 The comparison between the megalithic symbols on 
the Sulur Di sh and the co rresponding Indus signs on the 
Harappa tablet shows that the South Indian megalithic script 
is related to the Indus script. Further, the common sequences 
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found on the Sulur Dish and the Harappa tablel indica te that 
the languages of the two inscriptions are rela ted to each other. 

Indus-like symbols on Pottery from SaouT 

1.24 Sanur near Tindivanam in Tamilnadu is known for ils 
large number of megalithic graves, some of which have been 
excavated (Bunerjee and Soundara Rajan 1959). The megaliths 
at the site have been assigned to ca.2-1 centuries BCE. 

\\',:!, ~ '\ " r " I'" ,. ~ 
Fig 4 : Mcga li thic graffiti symbolsoD pottcry fro m SaDUJ 

(Fig.8, BaDcrjcc aDd Soundara IUjaD 1959) 
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A 

with graffit i I ll~ll'k" Jll;]I1Y 
lhr('~' wmbols ca..:h bill in 
~lld Soundara 1959), 

Lal (1 960). he 

figS A:SanuT. B : fn dus inscriptillns. C:Signs47& 48 . 
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1.25 I am as much struck with the similarity as Lal was. 
However. Asko Parpola regards th(;: similarity as 'accidental ' 
(Parpola, Fuller and Boivin 2007). His argument that the 
Indus-lik(;: sign (in Fig.5A, left) has been "accidentally drawn 
with the loop on the right, the intended shape being actually 
M-like" is, according to me, the reverse of the process seen 
at Sanur. A comparison of all the related symbols at Sanur (in 
FigA) will show that while the Indus sign was written from 
right to left, the corresponding symbol at Sanur was written 
from left 10 right. This reversal has led to the 'head' of the 
anthropomorphic figure being attenuated or replaced by a 
flourish added to the top fight of the symbol. It is this process 
that has led to forms like M, W, N, N(reverscd) ami even 
horizontal zigzag lines . These changes must have happened 
over many gcnerations represented by the burials at Sanur. 
Here we have an exce(;:dingly interesting case of evolution 
of an Indus sign in the megalithic age. 

Mururu symbol from other megalithic s ites 

fig: 6 Megalithic graffiti symbols from Pattanam (Muciri) 

1.26 Two megalithic potsherds were found in 2005 during 
the trial excavations at Pattanam, Kerala , (most probably to 
be identified with ancient Muciri). (See Fig.6.) Each sherd is 
incised with a solitary large-sized symbol, which appear to 
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be identical, though one of them is in rectilinear and the other 
in cursive style. The graffiti are closely similar in shape with 
the muruku sign of the Indus Script. (Sclvakumar, Shajan and 
Mahadevan 2006). 

1.27 Excavations by the Tamilnadu State Department of 
Archaeology at Mangudi in Tamilnadu have yielded three 
potsherds incised with symbols resembling the muruku sign 
of the Indus Script (Excavations at Mangudi 2003: Figs . at 
pp.45 ~ 47 and 48.) 

A Note on the muruku Sign in the Indus Script 

1.28 There are two near-identical signs in tbe Indus Script 
(Nos. 47 & 48; See Fig 5C) depicting a seated god identifed 
as muroku for reasons summarised in this Note. (For details, 
see Mahadevan 1999). A deity in the Indus Script is likely to 
be an ideogram with a recognisable anthropomorphic fonn . 
The sign will also be of frequen t occurrence especially in 
repetitive passages suggesting some religious formula. Signs 
47 and 48 representing a seated buman-like figure meet the 
requirements and are identified as prima facie representing a 
popular Harappan deity. The deity is represented as a skeletal 
body with a prominent row of ribs (in S.48 only) and is shown 
seated on his haunches, body bent and contracted, with lower 
limbs folded and knees drawn up. The two related but distinct 
signs of the Indus Script seem to have later coalesced into 
one symbol (resemblingSA7) outside the Harappan region. 
(For pictorial parallels from later times, see illustrations in 
Mabadevan 1999) . 

1.29 According to my interpretation, the seated posture is 
suggestive of divinity and the skeletal body gives the linguistic 
clue to the name of the deity. The basic Dravidian root mUT 
(Ta.muri, Ka. mUTuhu, Pa. , Ga . mUTg, Go. moorga etc., 
DEDR.4977) means 'to bend, contract, fold' etc. Applying 
the technique of rebus, we get mur (fa. murunku, mUTukku; 
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Ma. mUruka. Kot. , Nk. murk, Malt. lllurke etc., DEDR 4975) 
meaning 'to destroy, kill, cut' , ctc. Thus, the name of the deity 
muruku and his characteristics 'dcstroyer, killer' arc derived. 
The skeletal form in the ideogram suggests that the god was 
conceived as a disembodied spirit. 

1.30 Turning to the oldest layer of Tamil Cankam litcrature, 
we find that nwruku/ Illurukal] was a spirit who manifested 
himself only by possessing his priest (ve/al]) or young 
maidens . The pricst performed the veri dance to pacify the 
spirit. The earliest references to muruku in Old Tamil portray 
him as a 'wrathful killer' indicating his prowess as a war god 
and hunter (P. L. Samy 1990) . Another important clue is the 
frequent association of muruku with the load-bcarer signs in 
the Indus texts, as murukal] with kivari in the Tamil society. 
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Part D 

Vestiges of Indus Civilisation in Old Tamil 

The Cera who served food at the Bbarata war 

mld.~a"'-II;'DI 1"f!JU~ Cl/a}"lU.l~ (;b.'f(i]j.a~liJ p;q 
UAO Peruiicorru miku patam vamiytiru ko!uttoy 01\0 

'you gave well-cooked peruiicoru without limit 

2.1. Pu[antiUuru (Pu(am) is an anthology of four hundred 
poems compi led in the early centuries CEo but containing 
much older oral bard ic traditi ons (Kaila sapathy 1968; Hart 
1975). The very first poem in the Pu[am (not counting the 
invoc31ory verse added later) starts off with an allusion to 
the legend of the Cera king who di stributed food on the 
battlefield of the Bharata war. Th is is arguably the most 
deb:ucd reference by Tamil scholars and historians ever since 
the classic edition of the PU[Bm was fi rst publi shed by 
U. Ve.Swaminathaiyar in 1894. I do not propose to review the 
voluminous li terature (e.g., cr. Aru nachalam 1966; Dura i 
Rangaswamy 1966). J agree neither with those who take the 
story as the literal truth, nor with those who di smiss it as 
fabricated flattery. I interpret the myth as a dim recollection 
of a very remote past, when the ancestors of the Cera r or 
Pora iya r clan were involved with distribution of food in the 
Indus Civi lisation, at a time as far anterior to the Mllh;ibharala , 
as the latter is to the PUranalJUru. 

2.2 I begin with a literal trans lation of the passage: 

Oh V3qavarampalJ !, the greal! You gave well-cooked 
pcroncoru 1 without limit, when the hostile Twice.fifty 
[the hundred Kauravas] wearing th e golden IUlIlpaP 
flowe rs (and) had seized the land earlier, perished on 
the baulefield, fighting the Five [the Pa'1~avasJwhose 
horses had dangling manes(Puram 2:12-16). 
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Noles: 

I. Vaoavarampao : one of the dynastic litl es of th e 
Ce rar, traditionall y interpreted as 'one with the sky 
as the limit'. I am inclined to llccept the lliternative 
reading ViiI]III'.1T-II{lpal] 'beloved of Ihe gods', first 
mooted by N. Subrahmani yan (Pre-Pal/nl'sn TamiJ 
Index 1966). This appears 10 be an Old Tamil 
tran slati on of the Mauryan title DCl'anampiYII also 
sported by some Sinhala kings ( Indrapal:l 2009) . 
Thi s passage has to be cons trued as being 
addressed to a remote ancestor of the king believed 
to have li ved in the time of the Oharata war. 

2. peruricoru IiI., 'great food' , a tec hnical term which 
means , in the present co nt ex t, 'cook ed rice 
(pi~qam) offered to dead ancestors during funeral 
rites'. (For an explici t reference, see Akam 233.) 

3. fumpai: a flowe r traditi onally worn by warriors 
setting forth to fight. The 'golden' flowers may 
be an allusion to go ld sequins sewn on ga rments. 

Th e on ly other comment I ha ve on the poem is that 
the addi tional detail in the old commentary Ihat the 
Ce ra distributed food to lm1h sides in the Bharata war 
is not supported by the text, Thcre it is explicitly stated 
that only the Twi ce- fifty [Kaura vas] perished in the 
bailie; hence the pcruiicoru was offered onl y to them, 
and not 10 the Five [pan,d.a vasJ . the "icto rs. who 
su rvived. 

2.3 The Cera wa s also known as Porai or PoreiyaO (p I. 
Porai ya r). The sugges ti on that the litles Cera and Porai 
belonged to two different branches of the dynasty ruling from 
ei th er side of the Western Gha lS is not supponed by textua l 
ev idence from the Cankam anthologi es. Both titles seem to 

have been common ly used to refer to the Ce ra dynasty as a 
whole. 
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2.4 The ti tle Porsi li tera lly means 'bearer' derived f rom 
the root poru 'to bear'. The fact that this interpretation is not 
found in the Ca rikam works shows that the title was very 
ancient, whose mea ning had been forgo tten even by the time 
of the Carikam Age. 

The B BARI!R Signs in the Indus Script : Myth and Real ity 

BEARER JAR- BEARER 
B 

ARRROW-BIiARER 
C 

2.5 Among the anthropomorphic signs in the indus Script, 
Ihere is a frequent sign group depicting a person carrying a 
yoke on his shoulders with loads suspended f rom either end 
(A), Two compound signs have JAR and ARROW signs attached 
as in itia l elements to the lap of the BEARER s ign (B & C). The 
frequency and positional di stribution of the signs in the texts 
indicate that they represent important titles, We can thus rul e 
out interpretat ions like 'porter' or ' water-carrier ', though a 
meaning somewhat like kavari 'yoke for carrying rel igious 
offerings' is possible (Parpola 1981). I shall, however, pursue 
a more productive historical parallel rela ting to the 'yoke
bearer' as depicted in the Indus signs and not to tbe yoke 
alone. See Fig.7 for illustra tions of Indus sea ls with BEARER 
s igns . The three BEARER sign s ma y be interpreted 
ideographically as follows: 

A: Beare r (carrying a yoke wi th twin loa d s) 
B: Bearer carrying a jar (sacrificial vessel with food 

offerings) 
C: Bearer carryi ng arrow or lance (a nns), 
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Fig. 7 Indus seals witb B EARER signs 

2.6 The BEARER sign s can be interprcted at two levels . 
Superficially, they rcprcscnt religious rituals which we can 
recognise because such rituals have continued even at present. 
Thus the yoke (kiva,ri) is for carrying religious offcrings to 
the deity; the jar (,watcr-pitcher') is connected with priestl y 
ritual. But thc reality behind the myth was something different. 
The BEARER controlled storage and distribution of food (grains). 
The idcogram (Al depicts him as carrying loads of grain for 
distribution. Wages to workers engaged in farming , 
construction and manufacturing would have been paid in 
grain . (In Dravidian, the word klili means 'wages' as well as 
'grain '; DE DR 1905 & 1906.) 

2.7 The Indus texts provide evidence for the existence of 
two specialised sub-groups among the ·bearers' . The more 
important group (as judged from frcqucncy) is represented 
by thc compound JAR-BEARER sign (B). At the supcrficiallcvc1, 
he can be regarded as the priest who performed sacrifices; 
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but, in reality, he seems to have controlled the Establishment, 
as he figures more prominently in the texts. The other group 
is represented by the compound A RROW-BE ARER (C). The arrow 
or lance represents weapons in general. The ARROW- BEARER was 
the warrior. The ideogram can be interpreted in Dravidian as 
Evvi , another name for Ve!ir clan (Pu[am 202) . The name is 
derived from ey/cvu 'to discharge (as arrow) , to throw (as 
lance or dart)' (DEDR 805). 

2.8 J interpret the elements JA R and AE ARER in the compound 
as follows in Early Dravidian: 

v 
JAR 

cal(a) + 
'sacrificial food' + 

po[-(ay) 
'bearer' 

cat(a)- por-(ay) 
' High Priest 
offering 
sacrificial food ' 

(For interpretation of Dr.car(a) > Skt.sata > Pkt.sata I sita; 
see Para 3.14 below.} 
As we shal1 see in the sequel , these interpretations are 
supported by survivals of names, titles and myths in Old 
Tamil as well Indo-Aryan Literature. 

Bearer motifs in Old Tami l 

2.9 The Dr. root PO[U 'to bear' (DEDR 4565) has the 
following connotations: 

PO[/I. (Ii!.,) 'to bear (as burden), to carry (as load)'; 
(figuratively) ' to forbear, to be patient' . 
po[ai: (Ii!.,) ' weight, load'; (figuratively) 'burden (of 
office), patience, forbearance , etc.' (eL PO[UPPU 

'responsibility'.) 
poraiyuIJ: (iii.,) 'one who carries burden or load'; 
(figuratively) 'one who sustains (others) '. 
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2.W A common tenden cy in Ind ian tradition is for 
honorifics and titles to lose their original significance and 
become proper names. If a similar development had taken 
place in respect of the 'bearer' symbolism, we should find 
such names among the princely or priestly clans in later times. 
This reasoning leads us straight to the earliest and the most 
famons of the 'bearer' clans in ancient India. 

Porai and Irumporai 

2.ll The Ccra title Porai means ' bearer > sustainer' from 
the root PO[U ' to bear> sustain'. The longer title Irumporai 
was sported by the branch of the Ccra dynasty which ruled 
from Karur during the Cankam Age. Inscription s of the 
Irumporai rulers have been found at Pugalur near Karur 
(Mahadevan 2003 : 61&62) . Their coins have also been found 
from the Amaravathi fiver at Karur (Krishnamurthy 
1997:Nos.173&174). 

2.12 The title lrumporai is significant. The attribute irum-
can be interpreted in two ways: 

cf. irumai: 'greatness' (DEDR 481) 
irumai: 'two-fold state' (DEDR 474) 

It is possible that both meanings were intended. In the light 
of the yoke-bearer sign of the Indus Script, which I interpret 
as poray 'bearer', the title irum-pora; may also be interpreted 
literally as 'bearer of twin loads'. As the two loads suspended 
from a yoke have to be equal in weight for balancing, I wonder 
whether the Old Commentator of Puram 2 had this in mind 
when he interpreted the story in the poem as referring to equal 
feeding of both sides in the Bharata war, though the poem 
does not mention this detail. 

Catam and Atal} : A new interpretation 

2.13 Early Dr. cat(a) seems to be the source for two separate 
developments in Tamil, which can now be connected in the 
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light of ev idence from the Indus Script : 
(a) Dr. cat(a) > Pkt. sala I sifa > Te . sidamu, 
Ta. cafam ' cooked rice' seems to have been employed 
originally in the ritual sense of 'cooked rice offered 
to the deity before partaking' , though it is now 
synonymous with CO!U ' cooked rice'. (See Para 3.14.) 
(b) Dr. carra) > Pkt. Sala / Sata (names of Andhra 
dynasty ; see Para 2.19); cf. SalaQ, CataQ / SataQ , 
Satiya- (Lnscr.); Atal] (inscr.), Atal] , AtiyaQ (Old Tamil 
names with probable loss of the initial palatal c- as 
indicated by inscriptional cvidence. (Subbarayalu 1996; 
Mahadcvan 2003 : 588-589) .Here we seem to have 
the ultimate connection between cir-(am) po[-(ay) 
'food-bearer' and Peruiico[[u Utiyal] Ceral AtaQ who 
is credited in a poetic metaphor with the feat of one 
of his remote anccstors. Puram 2 has led us from Old 
Tamil to the Indus Civilisation via Mahiibhiirata ! 

Kiva!i in Tamil religious tradition 

2.14 The Tamil tradition of 
carrying offerings to the deity 
on a kivari (yoke) may also be 
traced to the Indus Civilisation 
(Parpola 1981). The archetypica l 
load-bearer in Tamil religious 
tradition is IrumpalJ, the devotee of 
Murukal}, carrying two conical

Fig. g~;:~::::Cfore shaped hills slung on either side 
from a yoke. It is also remarkable 

that the ' bearcr motif' is depicted on some late medie val 
copper coins of Travancore , whose rulers claimed to belong 
to the Cera lineage. In a variation of the kivati motif, the 
coin depicts K~~,,!a as carrying butter in two ves~els slung on 
either side from his arms (Beena Sara san 2008: Nos .146-l48) . 
See Fig.8. 
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BEARER motifs in Northern Tradition 

2.15 The UEA RER tr.tdition also survived in RV and in later 
Sanskrit literature through loan-translations. The root bhr 'to 
bear' has similar lit era l and figurative connotation s; (~.g.) 
bllllflr ·lord. masler, husband' as 'one who bears responsibility, 
sustains or maintains (the family)". The Pkt. equivalent bhaHa 
is a honorific applicd, significantly, to a priest or a prince, 
There a re si milar exp ressions de rived from vaIJ 'to ca rry, 
bear'with both literal and figurative senses respectively as in 
hIlVYIl-v;ihllnll, 'one who carries offerings (agm)' ,a nd karya
vihaka 'office-bearer' , Olher expressions are derived from 
the symbolism of the yoke as in yugam-dhara or dhuram· 
dhara, bo th literall y meaning'yoke.bearer', but used as 
honorifics or titles. 

Tbe Bha ratas oJ::.b 
2.16 The Early Dravidian poray was translated as bhamUJ 
lit., ' bcarer'. Bharata is the name of (I clan of great importance 
in the RV and latcr Sanskrit literature. In the RV, they appear 
promi nently in the Third and Seventh mallt/a/as. During the 
Vedic times. the Bhsratas occupied the Sindhu and Kuru· 
Pancala regions. According to Mbh .. the Ku ru (Kaura vas) 
were a Bharata clan. The reci tal in Purum 2 that the Cera 
offered food in funeral rites to the hundred (Kaura vas) has 
to be viewed in this context. Qne more detail confirming the 
Harappan origin of the Bharata lineage is that the Bharata s 
were also known in the RV as the Trtsus. In the Indus texts, 
the IJIiARER signs arc also preceded by ~umcrals (mostly · three'). 
Apparentl y the T~tsu·Bharatas of the RV represent the re
emergence of this clan. 

The Bharadvij as et:o 
2.17 The name Bharadviija can be interpreted in Sanskrit 
literally as bharad- ('bearer' of) .vija (an nam) 'food' 
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corresponding to Early Dravidian cat(a)-por-(ay) with the same 
meaning. Bharadvaja is the reputed author of the Sixth 
malic/ala in the RV. He and his descendants are referred to as 
singers, probably belonging to very early times. Bharadvaja 
as an author or seer is frequently referred to in later Vedic 
li terature (Vedic Index.). 

The Bharanla 

2.18 . In one passage of the Paiicavirnsa Briihmalla, the tenn 
bharant 'bearing' occurs which is interpreted by Saya'1a as 
the 'warrior casle' (Vedic Jndex.). This group may correspond 
to the Arrow-Bearer sign of the Indus Script. 

The Bearer Motif in the Andhra tradition 

2.19 The Andhra dynasty, though belonging to a Dravidian 
lineage, adopted Prakri! as their official language as they were 
earlier vassals under the Mauryas. The Andhra dynastic names 
seem to be derived from the JAR and BEARER signs of the Indus 
Civilisation, but translated into Indo-Aryan as depicted in 
Fig.9. (For details see Mahadevan 1975, 1982). 

V .JAR satll-kaTlJII 
(wIth handles) >Sata-kaI1) i 

t ARROW salya 

~ BEARER vllhllnll 

~ JAR- 5l1ta-vahllna 

01\0 BEARER >Sitavihana 

~ ARROW- salya-vahana 
01\0 BEARER >Sativihana 

'cars of sacrificial vessel' 
(Andhra dynastic namc) 

'arrow, lance' 

'bearing, carrying' 

'jar-bearing > food-bearer' 
(name of Andhradynasty) 

'arrow-bearing> 
anns-bearer: 
(name of Andhra dynasty) 

Fig. 9Aodhra names derived from Indus signs 
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Indus Civilisation and the lndian Historical Tradition 

2.20 The Indu s heritage has been inherited by both 
successor civilisations, Dravidian as well as Indo-Aryan. 
The Dravidian inheritance is linguistic as shown by retention 
of root words though with mod ification s in later Dravi dian 
languages. The Indo-Aryan inheritance is cultural preserved 
through loan-words, loan-translations and myths created to 
reconcile the Harappan symbolism with Sanskrit terminology. 
Thi s important phenomenon is illustrated in Fig.1O with the 
exam ple of the BIiARER signs. The name of ou r country, 
Bhiirata, is ultimate ly derived f rom the BIlA RER sign of the 
Indus Script. 

Harappan 

Early 
Drayidian 

Vedic 

Pui"aqic 
(Andhra) 

Old Tamil 
(Ca.nkamAge) 

Religious 
Tradition 

~ ro 
a ...... J AJI.- B EAllEl 

(food-bearer) 

POI-ray) car(a)-p<JI-(ay) 

bharDlB bhllrDdvija 

(-vihBna) sitavihanll 

POIlli. call1-poIlli 
IrumpoIIlI, (Iit.,·food-
poII/yaa bean:r') 

illlapolaiyaa 

kiva!! (Tamil), 
tava4iyi(Hindi): 
('carryingof 
offeringsonaynke"). 

m 
AIUlOW-B EAllEl 

(anns-bearer) 

cY-POI(-llY) 

bhllrDnla 

silivihllnll 

cvvi 
Nameofa 
Ve!irelan 

Fig. IO Harappan Heritage in Indian Historical Tradition 
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Ah-tt-i. Agastya And The Indus Civilisation 

A ilJL-UJI'"M> ~m j5L~ a~nir¢l V 
V 'va,tapS/ muoiV8U ta!aviou! raDIi • 

The 'Nortbcm Sille' and bis ' water-pitcher' 

3.1 The earliest reference in Old Tamil to the myth of 'jar-bom' 
people' is found in Pu.Iam 201. The poet Kapila r teUs the story in 
the following lines (literal tmnslation by me): 

"Ob Vel among the \re liT! You are descended through 
fortynine generat ions of the lineage of un wearying 
liberality which, arising ,out of tbe water-pitcher of the 
Northern Sage, ruled over Thvarai surrounded by loog and 
soaring walls made of bronze,- (Puram 201:8-12). 

Kapilar's missioD is to persuade lrufiko Vel. the king, to take inlo 
his protective custody tbe two daughters of Pari, the chieftain. 
killed earlier in battle. Kapitar wants to please the king by heaping 
praise on him, reminding him of his ancient lineage famous for 
its liberal tradition. The poet's mission fails, but not before he 
records for posterity one of the most importa nt h istorical 
re ferences linking the Tamils of the Cankam Age wi th a vcry 
remote past. 

3.2 This interesting reference has unfortunately remained 
obscure, as the old commentary failed to identify the 'Northern 
Sage' and also mis-interpreted the word ta!Svu as (h)Omakw,.tam 
' sacrificial fire-pit" a meaning not attested anywhere else. 
M.Raghavaiyangar, in his classic Vi!ir Vara/i[u (1901;2004 
reprint26) has correctly fe-interpreted ta,avu as yib-pittiram 
' sacrificial vessel'. But even he missed the obvious connection 
between Akattiyar (Agastya) and his inseparable water-pitcher. 

3.3 The word tIJ!&VU (variant tafi ) means a 'big c lay pot' 
(DEDR 3027). etymo\ogical1y related to ra.ta 'thick, large' 
(DEDR 3020). The matter has now been put beyond doubt as 
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the word tapi occurs in a Tamil-Brahm! inscription (ca.2nd 
cen l. BCE) incised on a broken storage jar excavated at 
Kodumanal, Tamilnadu (Y.Subbarayalu 1996: No.3). See Fig.lI. 
The fragmentary inscription reads: 

... (i)y fal? vcI? niraJi-iytaJD 
' ... eanhem jar storing (?) cold (and) hot water'. 

Fia.U Pottery inlIcriplion (rom Kodumanal (c •. 2nd cent. BeE) 

The word tatiJ 'jar' is also attested in Tamil literature. It occurs 
twice in a poem in Nacciyir TirumoJ; (9:6), assigned to ca. 8th 
cent. CE: 

au[u ta!ivif vel!l!cy 'a hundred jars o f buner'; 
DUrU ta.ti nilain!s akkira atiefl 'a hundred jars of sweet 
morsel'. 

3.4 U.Ve.Swaminatha iyar (1935:378-380) has tentatively 
identified the 'Northern Sage' of PUlam 201 with one Campu 
MUl}ivall ba sed o n very late sou rces. Howeve r, once the 
meaning of ta!avu (U!i ) 'jar' is recognised, it follows almost 
au tomat ica ll y that the 'Northern Sage' must be Akaltiyar 
(Agas lya), the ' jar-bo rn' sage par cxcellence. Aiya r 's 
identification of Tuvarai with Dvarasamudra, the medieval 
capita l of the Hoysalas in the Deccan. is also unconvincing, 
as there is no evidence that this city existed in the distant past 
referred to in the poem. 
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3.5 I have attempted to set the record straight by identifying 
thc 'Northern Sage' with Akaniyar (Agastya), fa!3VU with 
his celebrated 'water-pitcher' and Tuvarai with Dviirakii in 
Gujarat (Mahadevan 1986). My re-interpretation of PUrDm 201 
is supported by another famous Old Tamil legend linking once 
again the essenlial elements of this poem, namely, Akaniyar, 
the Velir and Tuvllrapati Dviirakii). Luckily. that legend has 
been preserved for us by Naccil]iirkkil]iyar (ca.13 th cent. eE) 
in his commentary on Tolkippiyam. (Sec Para 3.8 below.) It 
appea rs thai the Old Commentator of the Puram was also 
aware of this legend, but did not elaboratc "as the story is 
too long to be told". U. Ve. Swaminathaiyar has also referred 
to this story in his notes, but docs not connect Akattiyar with 
the 'Northern Sage· mentioned in the poem. 

Akaniyar (Agastya) legend in Old Tamil traditions 

3.6 It has genera lly been held that Agaslya led the ea rliest 
Aryan se tt le ment of South India and introduced Vcdic 
Aryanism th ere. (For a comprehensive treatment of this 
view, see Ghurye 1977.) This theory has, however, never been 
able to explain satisfactorily how the Tamils, proud possessors 
of an ancient culture of their own and a particularly strong 
tradition of love for their language, came to accept Agastya, 
a supposed Aryan sage, as the founding father, not of the 
Brahmanical religion or culture in the south, but of their own 
Tamil language, literature and grammar. There is also no 
linguistic evidence to support the theory of colonisation of 
the Tamil country by speakers of IndO-Aryan languages in 
pre-historic times. The interpretation of the Agastya legend 
in terms of Aryan accu lturation of the south was developed 
before the discovery of the Indus Civilisa ti on, whic h is 
considered by most scholars to be pre-Aryan and probably 
Dravidian. It has now become possible to take a fresh look 
at the Agastya legend and attempt an alternative interpretation 
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which would harmonise its two core features whic h have 
hitherto remained irreconcilable, namely, the northern origin 
of Agastya and his southern apotheosis as the f ounder of 
Tamil language and grammar. 

3.7 While the Tamil Agastya shares the basic myths of his 
northern counterpart, namely miraculous birth from a pitcher 
and southern migration from the north across the Vindhya, 
he is given a very different role by the Tamil trad ition 
(R.Raghavaiyangar 1941). Here Agastya is so totally identified 
with Tamil that he is termed the Tamil mu{]i (,Tamil sage') 
and Tamil itself is named after him as igastyam. Agastya 
received the Tamil language from Siva (or Skanda) and gave 
it to the world. The Tamil Buddhists claimed that Agastya 
learnt Tamil from Avalokitesvara (VFracojiyam by 
Buddhamitra). Agastya wrote the first Tamil grammar called 
Akatriyam (not extant now). Agastya's reputation as a Ta mil 
scholar was so high thai he was considered to be the teacher 
of the illustrious Tolkappiyar, the author of Tolkippiyam, 
the oldest extant grammar in Tamil. For centuries, several 
Tamil works on astrology and medicine written by others were 
conventionally attributed to Agastya. Even today, Tamilnadu 
has the largest number of Siva temples dedicated to the 'Lord 
of Agastya' (Agasfyesvara), a feature almost unique to 
Tamilnadu, as noted by Ghurye . According to most competent 
scholars, it is from South India that the Agastya cult was 
carried to the South-East Asian countries. [t is obvious that 
Agastya could not have been a si ngle historical person . He 
was rather the eponymous ancestor of the Tamils of a very 
remote past, only dimly remembered even during the Cailkam 
Age. 

Akattiyar (Agastya) and the Southern migration of the VE!iT 

3.8 The story of the southern migration of the Veli r from 
Ovaraka under thc leadershipof Agastya is narrated by 
Naccll!arkkil!iyar at two places in his commenta ry on 
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Tolktippiyal1l (payirom: Poru!.34). According to this legend, 
the gods congregated on Mount Meru as a result of which 
the earth tilted, lowering Mcru and raising the southern quarter. 
The gods thereupon decided that Agastya was the best person 
10 remedy this situation and requested him to proceed to the 
South.Agastya agreed and, on his way, visi ted' Tuvar:iplw' 
(Dvii rakii) and led the descendants of ne!u-mu!i·aqryal (Vi~f)u 

or KW)a) including 'eighteen kings, eighteen families of the 
Ve!ir and the Aruvii!ar' to the south, where they scttled down 
'clearing the fo rests and cultivating the land'. The sagc 
himself finally settled down on the Potiyil hill.The river 
Kaveri is said to have arisen from thc water·pitcher of 
Akalliyar (Maryi. Patio 11·12). Thi s seems to be an allusion to 
thc introduction of irrigation in thc Tamil country by the Ve!i r. 

3.9 The fact of Agaslya's leadership of the Vc!ir clan ful cs 
oul the possibility that he was even in origin an Aryan sagc. 
The Ventar·Ve! ir.Ve!ii!ar clans constituted the ruling and la nd· 
owning classes in the Tamil country since the beginning of 
recorded history and betray no trace wha tever of an Indo
Aryan linguistic anccstry.The Tamil society had of course 
come under the re ligious and cu ltura l influence of the north 
even before the beginning of th e Cankam Age, but had 
maintained its linguistic identity. From what we now know 
of Ihe linguistic prehistory of India , it is more plausible to 
assume that the Yadavas of North India were the Aryanised 
descendants of non·Aryan people than to consider that the 
Vetir descended from the Yadavas as sugges ted by M. 
Raghavaiyangar (2004). As he himself has pointcd out, ve! 
means 'one who performs a sacrif ice' (na mel y a ' priest'). The 
Aga stya legend itself can be fe·i nterpreted a.~ non·Aryan and 
Dravidian. The legend of the Southern migration of the Ve !ir 
from Dvara kii led by Akattiyar. in PUlam 201 and elaborated 
by Naeeil]arkkilliya r, may be interpreted as referring to the 
exodus of clements of Dravidian ·spea king people to South 
Ind ia after the collapse of the Indus Civilisation . 
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'Jar-born' myths in Southern Tradition s 

3.10 The Palla vas of Ka nchi belonging to the Bhiiradviija 
gotra and claiming Drol]a to be one of their remote ancestors, 
traced their descent from a water-pitcher (paura- skhaJila
v[ltlnim, Pallankoyil Plates, ca,6'~ cent. C E). According to 
tradition, the Chalukyas were so-called as the dynasty sprang 
from a su!uka' water-pot ' (Vikramirika-caritra 1. 318.8) . The 
Chalukyas are identified as vel and their country as vel pu/am 
' land of the velir ' (Tivakaram 2 : 24; Pirika/am 10 : 1086). 

' Jar-born'myths in Northern Traditions 

3.11 The symbolism of ' water-pitcher' has always been closely 
associated with priestly ritnal. The legend of 'jar-born' sages 
is very ancient and is found even in the RV (7.33.10-13). There 
it is said that VasiHha and Agastya were generated by Varul]a 
and Mitra in a 'sa cred pitcher' or 'water-jar used in sacrifice'. 
Agastya is especially known as the 'jar-born' sage (kumbha
yoni, kumbha- sambhav3 etc .). The myth of miraculous birth 
from jars was shared by priestly as well as royal families . 
Drolla, the priest-warrior, was generated in a'wooden trough' 
by Bharadviija(Mbh.) . The Kauravas were born from pots 
filled with clarified butter in which Giindhiiri"'s foetus was 
stored (Mbh.). 

The ' J."R' Sign in the Indus Script v 
3.12 The JAR sign is the most 
frequent in the Indus texts , 
accounting for about ten percent 
of the tota l sign occnrrences. The 
pictorial identification of the sign 
as a 'vessel with handles and a 
tapering bottom', is not in doubt, 
after the publication of the pottery 
gr:lffiti from Kalibangan with 
realistic depictions of the sign (Lal 

Fig.12: JAR, Sign incised on 1979). See Fig.12. 
pottery from Kalibangan 
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The JAil and ARROW signs with dual functions 

3.13 The JAR and ARROW signs occur mOSt often word-finally 
in the I.ndus texts. Their frequency and position indicate that 
they are grammatical markers. In brief, the JAR sign stands 
for the Dravidian masculine singular nominal suffix-(a)11[(u), 
and the ARROW sign for the non-masculi ne (femini ne/neuter) 
singular nominal suffix -(a)mp(u). (See Mahadcvan 1973 lind 
1998 for details.) These two signs also possess, in addition to 
their grammatica l function, li tera l ideographic values. Thus, 
the J AR sign depicts a 'sacrifical vessel(with food offerings), 
and the ARROW sign, an 'arrow-head or lance-head or weapons 
in general'. The dual values of the two signs are clearly 
indicated in the compounds JAR-BEARER lind ARROW-HEARER signs 
where they occur as the initial elements. 

Linguistic interpretation of JAR ideogram 

3.14 In Vedic literature and ritual treatises, sata is mentioned 
as some kind of a sacrificial vessel (VS.xix:27,88; 58. xii: 
7.2.13). Sabaraswamin identifies sarti as a "mlecchs' tenn for 
a 'round wooden vessel with a hundred holes' (M[mamss
sutra-bhfi~ya 1.3.10) . Numerous perforated jars have been 
found at the Harappan sites. II is probablc they served a 
rilUal purpose. My ongoing studies indicate that sata I siira in 
Prakrit and later borrowed into Telugu and Tamil refer to the 
food offerings as we ll as to tbe sacrificial vesse l itself. 
Cf.sara 'food' in a Pkt. cave inscription al Kanheri assigned 
to ca.2nd ccnt. CE (Nagaraju 1979). Nagaraju has identified 
sata as "food' ,contrasting with piiniyaka 'drink' occurring in 
the same inscription. 1 have connected the term sala occurring 
here with Sata- I Silta-, names of the Andhra kings as well as 
wilh Te. siidamu, Ta. citam 'food, lit., cooked rice' (Tamil 
Lexicon). Cf. cati, catam 'cooked rice' (Pitikalantai 10:441, 
10:463, ca.8'" cent. CElt As the word sala in Vedic literature is 
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identified as a 'mlcccha' term , it may be equated with Dr. 
cata. In the Hamppan context, caUl may be broadly interpreted 
as 'food or beverage in a sacrificial vessel (offered to the 
deity)'. 

Akattiyar (Agastya) and tbe JAR Sign 

3.15 The constant use of thc JAR sign unached to names lind 
titles of the Hantppa n ruling classes led in laler times to the 
symbol being associated with priestly and royal families 
through various 'jar.born· myths as mentioned earlier. Thus, 
the JAR sign of the Indus sc ript is the ultimate source for the 
'water-pitcher' of Agastya and other 'jar-born' legends. 

Aka-II-i : Dravidian origin of the nam c 

3.16 We have so far considered only the ideographic and 
conventional assoc iation of the jar (wa ter-pitcher or sacrificial 
vessel with offerings) with Akalliyar (Agastya). Wc have also 
seen that there are many other claimants to the 'Jar-bom' status. 
sta rling wi th Vasi!!!ha in the Vedic Age in North India and 
ending with. say. the Palla vas in medieval South India. 
How ever. both Nort her n an d Southe rn traditions are 
unanimous in referring onl y to Agastya as the 'Jar-born' sage. 
There must be then a deep und e rl yin g cause for the 
perva sive ness and persis tence of the myth of Agastya and 
his water-pitcher. I propose, in the sequel , that the ultimate 
source is the Indus Civilisa tion, where the Dravidia n name 
aka-It-; li t .. 'one inside (the fort)" was constantly associa ted 
with the J,\R sign (in its ideographic sense) resulting in the 
creation of the myths of 'Jar-born' sages. 

The C ITADI!L sign in Ihe Indus script 0 
3.17 The most frequent opening sign in the Indus texts appears 
to depict the ground plan of a building with a forecoun inside 
a fortiried place. in other words. wha t is popularly known as 
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the Citadel, the ccntre of authority in the Harappan cities. I 
interpret the sign as Dr. mcJ-akam lit., 'thc high (or great) 
place (or house) inside (the citadel),. This was the 'address' 
most members of the Ha rappan ruling classes preferred to 
prefix to their persona l identification on the seals. Through 
constant use, the expression mel-akam came to represent the 
people and the land of the Indus Civilisation (as reflected in 
Mclahha of the Cuneiform records). 

Place Signs in the Indus Script 

3.18 The Citadel was part of the Harappan city pl an. The 
proposed interpretation of the CITAOEL sign is corroborated by 
a set of place signs in the Indus script referring to different 
pa rts of the ci ty. We shall consider here three of the place 
signs. (See Fig.l3.) 

Sign Variant Interpretation 

0 0 0 /lkam 'house, place, inside' (OEDR 7) 

0 CJ 0 
mel-ahm ' High House (Citadel), 

(DEDR 5086 & 7) 

~ @ pali 'city' (DEDR 4112) 

Fig. 13 Place Signl in the Indus Script 

Egyptian ideographic parallels to Indus place signs 

3.19 Ideographic interpretat ion of the place signs inferred 
from thcir shapes is corroborated by a set of remarkably close 
parallels f rom the Egyptian hieroglyphic script (Gardiner 1978: 
Sign List). The compa rison and the resulting broad 
interpretation of the Indus signs is shown in Fig.14 . 
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3,20 The Egyptian parallel goe s beyond mere graphic 
resemblances. 'Pharaoh' , the generic name of the Egyptian 
ru lers , is traced to the expression 'Greal House'. Originally, 
' Great House' referred only to the 'palace' or to the 'court' 
and not to the person of the king, Later, the term 'pharaoh: 
became a respectable designation for the king, "just as the 
head of the Ottoman government was termed the Sublime 
Porte" (Gardiner 1978:75), As in the Egyptian script, the 
generic name of the rulers of Harappan cities was also derived 
from the expression 'High House' (conventionally called the 
'citadel'). 

3.21 The Egyptian parallel should not, however, be stretched 
too far. The low-profile Harappan rulers (with no grandiose 
palaces or rich tombs) can in no way be compared 10 the 
vainglorious Pharaohs . There is also no archaeological 
evidence for contacts between the Egyptian and Indus 
civilisations . It is, however, nOI unlikely that the two great 
contemporary civilisations had at least indirect contacts 
through the intermediary Sumerian -Akkadian city states in 
West Asia . 

Euv' tian Indus 
Sign(nearest Broad 

Sign Sign Sign No. variant with Interpretation 
No. lex! No. 

0.1 n 261, 373 D ' house' 
5090 

0.6 Q 267 ['j 'fortified house' 
8106 

0.49 @ 284 @ 'ciIY, town' 
2522 

Fig.14 dus Place Signs and EgyptIan I eograp ic Parallels (;:,cchematic) 
(Egyplian:Gardinerl978.lndus : MahadcvanI977.) 
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City names in Old Tamil compared with Indus signs 

3.22. paji~ 
The In dus sign depicts a 'walled city with four quarte rs' 
divide d by cross- road s. Th e sign is iden tical with the 
corresponding Egyptian ideogram for 'town' . It is remarkable 
thai Dravidian has preserved expressions fo r 'city' connected 
with 'plann ing': 

piji (Ta.) ' Iown, city' ( DEDR 4112) 
piji (f(a.) 'row, line, regularity, regular order' ( DEDR 4113) 
pili (Skt.) 'row, line' < Dr. piji (cited in DE DR 4113) 

Pa ji is specifica lly associated with the Velir in Old Tamil 
poems. Ay and Miiiili fought a battle at PaJ i (Akam 208). 
The city of NaQQal], one of the Velir chieftains, was called 
PiiJi (Akllnl 15) The remote ancestors of the YC!ir (vi! l1lutu

maHa!) stored theiT gold at Pa ji (Abm 372) . The ci ty of 
Paji had a red fort which shone like copper (Akam 375).Thus 
this Indus sign can be interpreted as piji ' planned ci ty'. 

Kii tal (or) NiiQ-ma~a-k-Kiita l ~ 
3.23 There is an equally intercsting survival of the concept 
o f 'City of Four Quaners' in Old Tami l. Matumi , the capi tal 
of the Pal1tiyar, was a lso called KUlal (Akam 16:14) lit. , 
' meet ing pla ce ' (or) NiQ-mala-k-Kulal (Kali 92:65) lit., 
'junction of four terraces' as interprcted by Naccil]arkkil]iyar 
(pre-P.1JJa Vlln Tamil Index). There were several places in the 
Tamil country called KUla /, probably market towns located at 
cross-roads. They were later called Niyamam (from SkI. 
nigama) or Cantai (from Skt. sandhI). Among them, Maturai 
was thc most famous Ku!al, 

£1 eyil (or) £j-il A IllI and r::n 
3.24 The interprctation of the pa ir of Indus signs (shown 
above at left) as SEVEt'I CITIES has gained wide acceptance 
particularly as the phrase corresponds to Akkad ian bad-imin 
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'seven (walled) cities' (Kinnier Wilson 1974) and to sapta
sindhavas in the RV and hapla-hindu in the Avesta (Bailey 
1975). These are of course loan-translations of the original in 
Harappan. I have suggested earlier (Mahadevan 1989) that the 
Indus sign-pair has an exact Old Tamil pa rallel ej eyil , lit. , 
'seven (or high) city' (Pu[am 33:8). Paji , Ihc capital of 
Nal}t]al] , was located on a hill called £J-il. lit. , ' seven houses' 
(Narr.391:6-7). These places were in the Konkan region north
west of the Tamil count ry. It is significant that Old Tamil 
sources refer to the migration of Tamil tribes from Konkanam 
and Tulu regions, probably a hazy recollection of migration 
from regions still further to the north-west like North Konkan 
and South Gujarat which were then included in the Harappan 
domain . The single sign shown above at right may be an 
abbreviation of the sign-pair at left. The expressions e} eyil 
and e}-il may be interpreted as referring 10 a possible 
confederation of seven Harappan ci t ies. 

Akam : Paralle ls f rom O ld Tamil Traditions 

3.25 The institution of the Citadel (nu5/-,1kam) did not survive 
the end of the planned urban organisation of the Indus 
Civilisation. But those who owed allegiance to mel-akam, 
namely, the aka-tt-u people (Akattiyar) did survive. In North 
india, they re-emerged in the new social order as 'lar-born' 
priests and rulers. Those who migrated to the South led by 
the Akattiyar preserved 'jar-born' myths as well as traditions 
relating to akam ('fort') as noticed below. 

3.26 Old Tamil1iterature contains several references to akam 
in the sense of 'fort, palace or inner place'. 

(e.g.) akam ' palace' (Penni. 1.32.100) 
ak.HJakar ' the inner city' (Cil. 2.15 .109; Maryi. 1.72) 

aka-p-pii 'inner fortification' (Na[[. 14 .4; Pali[ .22.26; 
Cil.28.144) 
aka-p-pii 'malil-u! uyar metai : high terrace inside the 
fort' (Tivakaram 5.198) 
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malil-stam lit. , ·rortiried house'; (Cil.2.14.69); the 
palace of the rulers or Kerala . 

A clear distinction is drawn in Old Tamil literature between 
those who ruled from inside the rorls and those who served 
them, even though the expressions ror either group have the 
same base aka-I/-u ·in the fort'. The rulers of the forts were 
known as: 

(e.g.) ak/HI-ar: ' (princes) of the palace' (Kali. 25.3) 
aka-It-Dr ' thosc inside the (impregnable) 
fortirieation ' (Kula! 745) 
aks-II-or' those inside the fort' (Puram. 28.11) 
aka-It-Of) . he (king) inside the rort' (Tal. III: 68.4, 
69.5) 

Those who servcd as palace or temple attendants were known 
as follows: 

(e.g.) aka-tt-arimai . aKn-I-tOI]!ar. aka-mp-a!iyar etc., 
(Tamil Lexicon). 

The palace or temple service was generally called: 
(e.g.) aka-p-pa.lai, aka-p-pal]i. akll-p-pariviiram etc., 

(Tamil Lexicon). 

From Etymology to History 

3.27 The critical link between Dravidian etymology and 
history is brought out by the following two sets of entries: 

DEDR 7: 
aka-III 'inside, house, place' 
akB-rr-u 'within, inside the house' 
aka-It-til] 'one who is in. a householder'. 
C. W. Kathiraiver PiIlai's Dictionary (1910) (gloss in 
English added by me): 
aka-It-i: (\) skattiya muyil'l111 ("Agastya. the sage') 

(2) u!!-irukkira-vsll ('one who is in') 
(3) oru mamm rAgasti grandiflora'). 

Note how nkalti in (I) and (3) get transformed to agast; in 
Indo-Aryan loanwords. 
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'Akatti' and the ' Ku!amuqi' in thc Indus Texts 

3.28 Most Indus texts. especially on the seals. commence 
with the CiTAlJEL sign and end with the JAR sign. This pattern 
may be interpreted as follows (a rranged from left to right for 
convenience): 

He of the (High) House 
aka-(t1)-(i) 

v 
He with the JAR 

kU.13-muT)i (Agastya) 

Sueh a remarkably close and consistent parallel between the 
Indus texts and the later Indian historical tradition cannot be 
due to mere coincidence. The trail of v8 18P,f/ mlll]iV811 

(,Northern Sage') and his tala VII (,water-pitcher') from Puram 
201 has finally led us to the Indus Civilisation! 

Puiika!imai, a Harappan Title 

3.29 Before taking leave of Kapi[ar, we may note two other 
statements made by him, which throw further light on the pre
history of the Tami[s. Kapi[ar addresses IrUliko Ve). the king, as 
Plllika,rimiil (Puram 201 : 15; 202 : [0). The Old Commemator re
fers to it merely as another name of the king. The expression 
Pu/i-ka{i-ma/ literally means ·tiger-kill ing-hero'. U.Ve. 
Swa minatha iyar (1935) and M. Raghavaiyangar (1907) ascribe 
the litle to the Hoysa las of Dviirasamudra. who belonged to the 
Yadava-Ve)ir lineage. According to legend, Ca)a a Hoysala ruler, 
was advised by a sage 10 kill the tiger ('hoy sllj,f in Kannada) 
which attacked him. The 'slaying of lion' remained a popu lar 
sculptural motif in Hoysala archietecture. 

One of the Indus sea ls shows a personage grappling with twO 
tigers pouncing on him from either side (e .g" Mackay, 
Mohenjodaro, Seal No.75. See Fig. IS). 
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Fig.l5 Indus seal with Pulika!imil motif 

The occurcnce of the motif on the I.Ddus seals indica tes the 
Harappan origin of the PUlika!imil legend (Ma hadeva n 1970). 
The seal motif ha s been compared with Babylonian seals 
showing Gilgamesh engaged in a similar fight with two lions. 
It is not not, however, necessary to trace the Harappan legend 
10 a Babylonian origin. In early societies in transition f rom 
hunter-gatherers to pastora lism and agriculture, wi ld beasts 
posed grave threat to human se ttlem ent s. Killing the wi ld 
animals was considered a great act of heroiSIll. 

The PuJik8!ima/ legend from the Indus Civil isation survived 
not only in the Dravidian South, but also in the Indo-Aryan 
tradition. Bharata , the son of Du~yanta and Sakuntala, had 
the title Sarvadamana. owing to his prowess in fighting wild 
animals. When Bhamla was living in the forest as a child, he 
tied up lions, tigers etc., and his mother forbade him to torture 
anima ls (Sorensen, Index to Mbh.). 

Arai ya m, a Harappan city? 

3.30 Kapila r was annoyed when lrunko vel refused to take 
the dau ghters of Pari into hi s protecti ve custody. Kapi!ar 
showed his displeasure by reminding the king of the 
destruction of Ihe grea t and ri ch city ru led by his remote 
ancestors, as one of them incurred the displeasure of a poet 
(PU[lJ1Il 202 : 6-8). While narrat ing thi s legend, Kapilar 
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describes the ancicnt city as irupal peyariya uTukeju mulur 
'a ncicnt city of fearsome (reputation) divided into two parts'. 
Thc Old Commentator adds that the ancient city was divided 
into two halves called Per-araiyam and Cirr-ariyam (cf. tlTai 

'half' , DE DR 229.) This rem inds one of the Harappan city 
dividcd inlO citadel and lowcr town. On the basis of thi s 
evidence, P.L.Sam y (pcrsonal communication) idcntified 
Araiyam with I-I arappa: cf. aruppam 'fore (DEDR 221). His 
suggestion is interesting and worth pursuing, though I ha ve 
not been able to identify any Indu s s ign which could be 
intcrpreted in thi s manner. There is, however, no doubt that 
the Puram 202 legend of the destruction of an ancient and 
exceedingly wealthy city with twin settlements does evoke 
the image of a Harappan bi-partite city and the collapse of 
the Indus Civilisation. 
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